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Policing, Justice, and the Radical Imagination
This issue collects scholarship and activist work that challenges the assumption that police are necessary by examining instances of social peace without formal, institutionalized police.

Features  

Conversations  
The Policing in Chicago Research Group, an activist-scholar collective, reflects on their movement-based research for abolitionist organizers. Andreia Beatriz Silva dos Santos and Fábio Nascimento-Mandingo discuss with Amy Chazkel the long trajectory of anti-Black policing in Brazil and consider how to think beyond the politics of public security.

Reflections  
Micol Seigel reflects on how queer, Afro-descended activists and the PCC, an organization that started in São Paulo’s prisons, leverage historical memory to create spaces of refuge from state violence. Samuel Fury Childs Daly surveys twentieth-century Nigeria to show how deeply police are embedded in society, thwarting imagining a world without them despite their unpopularity. Cho-kiu Li and Kin-long Tong examine how Hong Kong protestors built “Harcourt Village” in the face of police brutality during the 2014 Umbrella Movement and explore how community safety remains a core strategy in the 2019 Anti-Extradition Movement.

Curated Spaces  
Project NIA, an organization dedicated to “participatory community justice,” shares “Restorative Posters” to inspire people to use transformative justice principles.

Cover: Damon Locks, “What is needed to make things right? How have you been affected? Who else has been affected? How can we make sure this doesn’t happen again?” Restorative Posters: Representing Justice Visually